
EDITORIAL

The mathematics described in this issue of the Revue d’histoire des mathé-

matiques may disorient our readers somewhat. It offers changes of scenery,

from ancient Babylonia to Enlightenment France where farm servants

submitted memoirs to the Royal Academy, passing through Bejaı̈a and

what Leonardo Pisano learned there and 17th-century England where

Thomas Harriot combined not only numbers but also letters and atoms.

Mathematics is presented here in various contexts open to a great diver-

sity of knowledge and of cultural milieus and areas.

First, Duncan J. Melville takes us to Babylonia and explains a mathe-

matical procedure for solving a second-degree problem: to determine the

length of the side of a square if the sum of its area and side is known. In

his description, Melville succeeds in combining two different approaches.

The first privileges a physico-geometrical interpretation (of the cut-and-

paste variety), while the second highlights the algorithmic structure of

the procedure. The author shows how the Babylonians adapted this tech-

nique to problems involving geometrical figures that are not squares.

Jens Høyrup’s contribution to this issue leads us into quite a different

world, that of late medieval merchants and their arithmetic or abbacus

mathematics. Since at least the time of Cardano, Leonardo Fibonacci,

the famous author of the Liber abbaci (1202), has been considered the

founding father of the Italian abbacco tradition. By submitting to a close

reading the earliest extant manuscript referring to Fibonacci, Høyrup un-

dertakes to modify this image. He arrives at the conclusion that only part

of the treatise was taken over from Fibonacci, namely, those problems

which involve the most complex and less useful mathematics. The refer-

ence to the Pisan could, in Høyrup’s eyes, serve an ornamental function.

Høyrup even goes a step further to suggest that some mathematical writ-

ings and linguistic features — present not only in the Liber abbaci but also

in later manuscripts from Provence, Catalonia, and elsewhere — could

point to a tradition already extant in Fibonacci’s day. Leonardo would

thus appear as only one exponent, albeit a highly prestigious one, of the

Italian abbaco tradition and no longer as its founding hero.
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Combinatorics is at the center of Ian Maclean’s investigations concern-

ing the British mathematician, Thomas Harriot. Harriot applied combi-

nations in three different domains. First and foremost, he applied them

to letters in order to create anagrams, then so full of mystical and ob-

scurantist meanings, as Stifel’s announcement of the end of the world —

calculated using analogous means — clearly exemplified. Harriot, how-

ever, seemed not to have been swayed by such interpretations. The links

between natural philosophy and religion or theology, on the one hand,

and mathematics, on the other, were not then clarified. In fact, they still

pose serious historiographical problems that have not been entirely re-

solved. When applying combinatorics to atomism, Harriot put aside his

religious convictions. In mathematics, he was content simply to calculate

without attributing occult powers to numbers and without interpreting

the various combinations in which they occurred. Harriot’s capacity to

compartementalize intersecting worlds is obvious. His attitude, which can

be labeled scientific, allowed him to disregard theological questions and

mystical connotations.

Marie Jacob introduces us to a throng of characters hitherto unknown

in history of mathematics, the so-called “squarers” of the 18th-century.

From all social classes, these people sought from the Royal Academy in

Paris, or from journals, acknowledgment of their solutions of the quadra-

ture of the circle (the impossibility of which was established only in 1882

by Ferdinand Lindemann). These writings, submitted to the Academy,

were refereed, and some 150 reports remain. In her analysis of these re-

ports, Jacob uncovers two different attitudes: one group of Academicians,

led by d’Alembert, refused to referee these works owing to the elevated

opinion they had of their duties as Academicians; a second group under

Jeaurat aimed to educate the “squarers” by making them understand the

mathematical complexity of the problem. When Jeaurat assumed other

duties, this second group collapsed, and, in 1775, the Academy made the

unusual and even unique decision no longer to examine memoirs on the

quadrature of the circle. The strategy of dialog and education may have

failed, but the problem gave rise within the Academy to valuable work

on the approximation of the ratio between the circumference and the

diameter of the circle that we call �.
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Finally, Reviel Netz, in a programmatic note, revives the debate on

“deuteronomic texts”, a concept he introduced in a note published in

1998 in the Revue d’histoire des mathématiques. He called “deuteronomic”

those texts that depend on other texts, commentaries being the princi-

pal examples. Admitting that scientific content depends on its textual

form, Netz used the notion of “deuteronomy” to characterize mathemat-

ics of late Antiquity and the Middle Ages, eras often described purely and

simply as decadent. Here, in the face of criticisms also published in the

Revue, he relies on linguistic tools — the notions of paradigmatic and

syntagmatic intertextuality — to give a more precise idea of the nature

of deuteronomic texts. If all mathematical texts are, in a certain sense,

deuteronomic, they are not all deuteronomic in the same way. In gen-

eral, texts may allude to previous texts (paradigmatic) or comment upon

them (syntagmatic). This general distinction allows Netz to reformulate

his thesis: syntagmatic intertextuality dominated in late Antiquity and the

Middle Ages. This dominance could be linked to the passage from the

scroll to the codex, a passage that deeply modified the materiality of the

text, its physical arrangement, which, in the case of mathematics, allowed

for the juxtaposition of a text and its commentary.
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